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I. Fill in the blank.                       1x6=6 

1. There is no permanent human population in the continent of .............. 

2. ................is the only continent which is also an Island. 

3. There are .................. Lines of longitude. 

4. The longitudes run from ............,... to ................ 

5. A Leap year has ....................days in February. 

6. The main effect of of ..................... Is formation of day and night. 

II. Tick the correct answer.           1x5=5 

1. Atlantic is the .............. Ocean of the world. 

a. Largest.               b. Second largest. 

2. The second largest continent is ............. 

a. Africa.                  b. Asia. 

 

3. Seasons are caused by .............,.... 

a. Revolution.                 b. Rotation 

4. The O° longitutes is known as the ........ 

a. Prime meridian.           b. Equator 

c. Tropic of Cancer.          d. Tropic of Capricorn. 

 

5. The movement of the earth around the sun is called ................. 

a. Revolution.                b. Rotation. 

III. Match the followings                1x6=6 

a. Model of the earth    1. Network of longitudes and latitudes 

b. Pole.                       2. South pole 

c. 90° S.                       3.latitudes 

d. Geographic grids.   4. A point at which longitude meet. 

e. Circular parallel lines 5. Globe 

f. Revolution and rotation  6. Movement of the earth. 

IV. True or false.                        1x4=4 

1. The Amazon river is in Africa. 

2. The Great barrier reef in North America. 

3. The Java trench lines in the Arctic Ocean. 

4. Visit Asia to see the Yellowstone national park. 

V. Answers the following question2x7=14 

1. What are continents? 

2. Name the seven continent of the world. 

3. Name some important lines of latitude. 



4. What is the connection between meridians and time? 

5. How do we have day and night? 

6. How is a leap year calculated? 

7. What are oceans? 

VI. Arrange the letters.                 1x5=5 

1. Important meridian.    (PMIRE  DMERIAIN). 

2. The most important latitude.  (QAORTEU) 

3. The line where the calendar date chang.  (NRITANOETNLAI. EADT  NLIE) 

4. Lines joining place that have mid-day at the same time. (RMIDAINE). 

5. The northernmost point on earth. (THNOR  LPOE). 
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